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Abstract 

 

Values Affecting Consumer Behavior in the Tourism Industry: 

A Comparative Study between Korean and Chinese College Students 

 

Zhang Xi 

Dept. of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

In this paper, correlations between tourism consumption and 

analogous culture values in South Korea and China are identified. 

Cultural values and consumption styles on tourism are measured by 

using the Schwartz’ Value theory and the Consumer Decision-Making 

theory. The hypotheses are tested using survey data. The analytic 

result is shows South Korea and China are statistically similar in the 

following styles: “Quality Conscious,” “Innovative in Shopping,” 

“Recreational Conscious,” “Price Conscious,” “Impulsive Buying” 

and “Confused by Over-choice.” In conformity they are similar in 

“Brand Conscious,” and “Brand Loyal Consumer.” South Korea’s 

and China’s value types are aligned with their similar cultural 
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dimensions. These findings emphasize the significance of cultural 

values in tourism consumption behavior. They can be used to 

facilitate the redesign of marketing strategies for cross-cultural 

tourism while also shedding light on the Asian international tourism 

industry. 

 

Key words: cultural value, tourism consumption, consumer style 
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  Introduction I.

 

This chapter provides background information and research objectives 

for this study. 

1.1 Background 

The business development of tourism is the central focus of this study. 

A general consensus has emerged that the tourism not only creates 

employment opportunities, reduces unemployment rates, but also 

increases foreign exchange income, stimulates the growth of the 

tourism industry and consequently, triggering overall economic growth. 

According to the estimates of the World Tourism Organization 

(WTO, 2011), the number of international tourist arrivals have shown 

virtually uninterrupted growth - from 277 million in 1980 to 528 

million in 1995, and will increase to 983 million in 2011. The number 

of world-wide international-tourist arrivals is expected to increase by 

3.3% a year on average from 2010 to 2030. 

Because of their rapid developing economies, tourism in South 

Korea and China has developed into a consumer behavior trend and has 

created a new economic growth point. For tourism South Korea has 

gained approximately 29% in January and 22% February 2012 (Pacific 
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Asia Travel Association, 2012). With 7.025 billion passengers traveling 

abroad, China is experiencing rapid growth in outbound tourism. 

According to the Annual Report of China Outbound Tourism 

Development (2012) an increase of 22% occurred in 2011. Clearly 

tourism is making a large contribution to the Chinese national economy. 

Due to the rapid developing economies, tourism in South Korea and 

China is becoming a new consumer trend and economic growth point. 

Tourism culture has received special attention in recent years. While 

South Korea and China have similar cultural systems and values, their 

consumer attitudes and behaviors are also aligned. As their economies 

grow, the income of residents will continue to rise, along with their 

consumption capacity. 

Since college students are the vanguard for cultural change, they 

will most likely exhibit new consumer travel behaviors. They are the 

main demographic group engaging in tourism, especially after 

graduation. Values are relatively stable motivational characteristics of 

persons that change little during adulthood (Feather, 1971; Rokeach, 

1973; Schwartz, 1997). For this reason, the author chose to look at 

college students in investigating tourism consumption in South Korea 

and China. 
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1.2 Research Purpose and Questions 

Globalization has had a great influence on the development of 

marketing strategies. Previous cross-cultural communication scholars 

have relating cultural theories to the retailing industry (De Mooij & 

Hofstede, 2002), the clothing industry (Kwan，Yeung & Au, 2004), E- 

Products (Xie, 2006). This study helps to the research on cross-cultural 

in consumption styles on tourism activities, it contributes the perspective 

of cultural value. Previous cross-cultural studies on reward allocation 

compare countries from different regions. Those countries usually 

differ substantially in their cultural backgrounds (Cheryl Leo, Rebekah 

Bennett and Charmine E. J. Hartel, 2005; Tian Liyuan, 2009). However, 

for this research’s purposes, the comparison of cultures from the same 

region with similar cultural backgrounds is necessary. The region of 

East Asia is one cultural context of interest. East Asia has been 

identified as a single cultural cluster in the Global Leadership Project. 

This area has also been identified in the Organizational Behavior 

Effectiveness Research Project (House et al., 2004). This study fills this 

gap that contrasting Korean tourism to Chinese tourism in the research 

world. 
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The intent of this study is to investigate a relationship between 

cross-cultural values and the consumption styles of college student 

tourists in South Korea and China. The main research questions of this 

study are as follows: 

1. Based on Schwartz’s value types, what are the similarities 

and differences in cultural-value orientation between South 

Korea and China? 

2. Based on the Consumer Style Inventory, what are the 

similarities and differences in tourist consumption styles for 

college students in South Korea and China (Sproles & 

Kendall, 1986)? 

3. Is there a correlation between cultural-value variances and 

the college-tourism consumption styles in both countries? 
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1.3 Research Significance 

Tourist consumption is the most important element in the tourism 

economy. Hoeh (2002) emphasized that consumption behavior is the 

main aspect of touristic pursuits. The personal preferences of tourists 

are inevitably associated with their cultural values. Understanding how 

those values impact tourists’ consumer behavior is critical to success in 

today’s competitive environment. So tourists’ motivation and preference 

research should be the focus of tourism. 

Based on Schwartz’s value theory, this study investigates consumer 

behavior of tourists and attempts to explain diversified tourism 

consumption patterns for South Korea and China in the light of their 

value orientations. Developments of tourism consumption behavior in 

theory and practice may benefit from exploring the consumers’ 

psychology occurring in planning and doing such behavior. A 

comparison of South Korea and China as two East Asian cultures will 

provide insight into similarities as well as differences that exist within 

the regions. The author expects this study will contribute to the Asia 

international tourism industry will also benefiting the overall financial 

state of the nation. 
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Chapter 1 discusses the research background, objectives and 

questions, and scope and limitations. Chapter 2 provides a literature 

review on Schwartz’s value type, consumer decision-making styles, 

value’s effect on consumer decision-making, and culture value effects of 

tourism consumption. Chapter 3 builds a theoretical research framework, 

based on the hypotheses of development for analyzing the empirical data 

and drawing conclusions. Chapter 4 describes the hypotheses and the 

research methodology, which include the data structure, sample 

population, survey questionnaire, source of the data, data analysis, and 

descriptive statistics. Chapter 5 provides analysis and results. Finally, 

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions. 
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  LITERATURE REVIEW II.

 

This section provides a literature review to define cultural values, 

tourism consumption, and the effects of cultural values on tourism 

consumption to create a theoretical framework and background for the 

study. 

2.1 Schwartz’s Value Theory 

Values guide the selection or evaluation of behaviors and events 

(Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987). They have been defined as “conceptions of 

the desirable that guide the way social actors (e.g., organizational leaders, 

policymakers, and individual persons) select actions, evaluate people 

and events, and explain their actions and evaluations” (Schwartz, 1999, p. 

24). Values are important for understanding various social-psychological 

phenomena (Schwartz and Bardi, 2001). 

Schwartz’s value theory (1992) defines 10 values that are based on 

motivation. These values are achievement, benevolence, conformity, 

hedonism, power, security, self-direction, stimulation, tradition, and 

universalism. Figure 1 provides definitions for each value. Specific 

exemplary items for each value are listed in the second column. These 

10 behavior elements are the average frequency ratings of the item that 

express each value. 
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Adapted from Schwartz (1992) value theory 

These pairs of values range from self-enhancement to 

Table 1 Motivational Types of Values 

Definition Exemplary values 

Power: Social status and prestige, control or dominance over 

people and resources. 

authority; leadership; dominance 

Achievement: Personal success through demonstrating 

competence according to social standards. 

success; capability; ambition;  

intelligence; self-respect 

Hedonism: Pleasure and sensuous gratification for oneself. pleasure;  

enjoying life 

Stimulation: Excitement, novelty, and challenge in life. daring activities; varied life; exciting 

life 

Self-direction: Independent thought and action- choosing, 

creating, exploring. 

freedom; independence; curiosity; 

choosing your own goals 

Universalism: Understanding, appreciation, tolerance and 

protection of the welfare of all people and of nature. 

broadmindedness; wisdom; social 

justice; equality; inner harmony 

Benevolence: Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of 

people with whom one is in frequent personal contact. 

helpfulness; honesty; forgiveness; 

loyalty; responsibility; friendship 

Tradition: Respect, commitment and acceptance of the 

customs and ideas that traditional culture or religion provide 

the self. 

humility; devoutness; respect for 

tradition; moderation 

Conformity: Restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses 

likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations 

or norms. 

self-discipline; obedience; Honoring 

parents and elders 

Security: Safety, harmony and stability of society, of 

relationships, and of self. 

cleanliness; family security; national 

security; health 
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self-transcendence and openness to change to conservation. As shown 

in Figure 1, the closer the values are on the map, the higher their 

positive correlation. The further away any two values are located from 

each other on the circle, the more dissimilar the motivations they 

express. Dissimilar values represent an openness to change—for 

example, self-direction and stimulation and encouragement of 

independence of thought, feeling, and action. People with these values 

are receptive to change. The conservation values include conformity, 

tradition, and security. Conservation values conflict with submissive 

self-restriction, preserving traditional practices, and stability. 

Self-transcendence includes the acceptance of others as equals and 

should be concerned about their welfare. Universalism and benevolence 

are these value types. They values conflict with self-enhancement 

values such as power and achievement. Power and achievement 

encourage pursuing one’s own relative success and dominating over 

others. Shared elements of openness to change and self-enhancement 

are hedonism values (Schwartz, 2007). Hedonism relates to both 

openness to change and self-enhancement (Schwartz, 2007). Schwartz 

(2007) conducted extensive cross-cultural research with the intent to 

identify the universal value types that exist across cultures. He also 
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postulated that cultural influences lead to individual differences in 

value orientation. 

 

 

Adapted from Schwartz, 2006 

Schwartz (1999) initially conducted studies that compared cultures. He 

validated his findings with data from 49 nations around the world. 

Countries were arrayed in a two-dimensional space that revealed a 

meaningful grouping of culturally related countries. The analysis for 

studies that compared cultures were replicated with both teacher and 

Universalism

Benevolence

Conformity        
Tradition

SecurityPower

Achievement

Hedonism

Stimulation

Self-Direction

Figure 1 Theoretical model of relations among ten motivational types of value 
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student samples. This implies that there are national differences in 

cultural values. Here the differences for meaning of work were 

explained. Hypotheses in regard to cultural values were developed to 

stimulate research on cultural values.  

To a certain extent, South Korea and China are similar countries 

culturally. South Korea and China are within the boundaries of 

Schwartz’s conservatism and hierarchy types. Therefore, South Korea 

and China have similar preference on consumer tourism activity 

because of their national or cultural values are similar. However, the 

samples for South Korea and China in this study are still assessed for 

their representative values. This will assure that the validity and 

reliability of the value measure proposed in the Schwartz study are 

acceptable. Schwartz (1992, p. 47) cautioned, “we do not believe that 

any single value structure is likely to be truly universal, so one must not 

generalize indiscriminately to new samples. Value structures probably 

evolve over time as social conditions are transformed.” 
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2.2 Consumer Decision-Making 

According to Sproles & Kendall (1986), a consumer decision- making 

style is defined as a mental orientation characterizing a consumer’s 

approach to making consumer choices and propose that consumers 

adopt a shopping ‘personality’ that is relatively fixed and predictable. 

They identified three ways to characterize consumer decision-making 

styles: the consumer typology approach, the psychographics/lifestyle 

approach, and the consumer characteristics approach. These three 

approaches provide a unified theme for how consumers approach the 

market with basic decision-making styles (Sproles & Kendall, 1986). 

Consumer characteristics in decision-making can be measured 

through an examination of consumer styles. An effective empirical 

research tool in marketing is the Consumer-Style Inventory (CSI). It is 

used to measure the decision-making styles of consumers. CSI was 

developed by Sproles and Kendall (1986) and has been widely 

validated and applied in many different countries (Hafstorm, Chae, & 

Chung 1992; Durvasula, Lysonski, & Andrews 1993; Lysonski, 

Durvasula, &Zotos1996). CSI suggests that the consumer 

decision-making process is the core content of marketing and consumer 

behavior. Analyzing consumers’ decision-making process—beginning 
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with motivation and ending with action — is a comprehensive and 

scientific way to distinguish different consumption styles. Many 

marketing research studies have been based on CSI. According to Xue, 

“The study area can be mainly divided into two kinds: 1) trans-culture 

empirical study of consumer decision-making style by means of CSI 

and 2) the correlative study between consumer decision-making style 

and other variable of consumer behavior” (2008, p. 58). To strengthen 

cross-cultural meaningfulness, the latter type combines value variables 

with CSI. 

The Consumer Style Inventory (CSI) contains eight consumer 

decision-making styles. Hafstom, Chae, and Chung (1990) used the 

consumer-style inventory (CSI) questionnaire to research cross-cultural 

of 400 South Korean college students．The study found that there are 

seven kinds of consumer decision-making style type. But fashion 

consciousness does not appear in the South Korean students. Although 

there are disagreements in the CSI questionnaire’s factor, the 

trustworthiness of its scale has been tested. Table 2 is the list of eight 

characteristics of consumer decision-making behavior. 
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1) Perfectionism / quality consciousness: Decision style that is concerned 

with quality. Consumers with this decision-making style will not compromise 

with products classified as ‘good enough’. 

2) Brand consciousness: Decision style that is concerned with getting 

expensive, well-known brands. Consumers with this style believe that the 

higher the price of a product, the better the quality. These consumers also prefer 

best selling advertised brands. 

3) Novelty / fashion consciousness: Decision style for seeking out new things. 

This trait reflects a liking of innovative products and a motivation to keep up to 

date with new styles and fashion trends. 

4) Recreational / hedonistic consciousness: Decision style that views 

shopping as being enjoyable per se. Shoppers with this trait enjoy the 

stimulation of looking for and choosing products. 

5) Price and value consciousness: Decision style that is concerned with 

getting lower prices. The presence of this trait means that the consumer is 

conscious of sale prices and aims to get the best value for their money. 

6) Impulsive buying consumer: Decision style that describes a shopper who 

does not plan their shopping and appears unconcerned with how much he or she 

spends. Consumers with this style can regret their decisions later. 

7) Confused by over-choice consumer: Decision style that reflects a lack of 

confidence and an inability to manage the number of choices available. 

Consumers with this trait experience. 

8) Habitual / brand loyal consumer: Decision style for shopping at the same 

stores and tendency to buy the same brands each time. 

 

  

Table 2 Eight characteristics of consumer decision-making behavior 
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2.3 Value’s Effect on Consumer Decision-Making 

Pitts and Woodside (1986) suggested that values are useful for 

understanding leisure and travel behavior and analyzing consumers’ 

motives. Values can also be useful market-segmentation variables in 

tourism. They differentiate individuals with similar leisure or recreation 

choice criteria and travel behavior. Similarly, Kahle & Kennedy (1989) 

also noted that people often purchase products for the benefit of value 

fulfillment. 

2.4 Culture Value’s Effect on Tourism Consumption 

In this research, culture refers to a dominant and stable cultural 

character. It’s a society remaining constant for a long time and shared 

by most of its individuals. Pizam & Sussmann (1995) identified 

behavioral differences among tourists from the United States, France, 

Italy, and Japan. They attributed their differences to cultural influences. 

The differences were measured by the amount of leisure and travel 

behavior exercised. Their findings were in agreement with Tasci and 

Gartner’s findings (2008).: culture greatly affects consumer behavior, 

and cultural distance has obvious consequences on tourism (Tasci & 

Gartner, 2008). Studies have indicated that general leisure activities 

(Beatty, Kahle, Homer, & Misra, 1985), holiday destination choices 
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(Pitts & Woodside, 1986), and holiday activities (Madrigal, 1995) are 

impacted. 

 The research on consumer tourism culture is implemented from the 

angle of cultural impact on tourism motivation, attitude, 

decision-making or specific consuming activity. As already noted, 

Hankins et al. (2003) identified cultural elements that influence 

behavior and strategic marketing, and these factors decide the 

marketing strategy. According to Lumsdon, “The link between internal 

and external driving forces provides an insight as to how visitors 

perceive tourism offerings in the market place. Marketers have to 

recognize the impact of external influences. Prime external factors 

include culture, age, gender, lifestyle, life cycle and reference groups” 

(2004, p. 42). Cultural values indeed affect tourism. 

Both academic and tourist specialists are interested in the cultural 

effects on tourism. The inherent nature of consumer tourism brings 

consumers into close contact with people of different cultures. 

To account for the relationship between value patterns and tourist 

behaviors, Lee et al. (2007) used the traditional rating scales and 

best-worst scaling approaches to measure Schwartz’s values. The two 

measures suggested very similar, four-cluster solutions that reflected 
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Schwartz’s higher order value dimensions. Based on their findings, the 

authors suggested that people’s holiday activities were influenced by 

their values. And the authors also pointed out that when considering 

target segments and appropriate marketing strategies and tactics, 

tourism operators may benefit from taking their values into account. 

The International Journal of Culture, Tourism and Hospitality 

Research, edited by Woodside, Crotts, and Harrill (2007), is “designed 

to serve as a valuable platform for new theory and research articles that 

integrate multidisciplinary perspectives in describing, explaining, 

predicting, and influencing tourism and hospitality behavior within and 

across cultures.” This journal is building bridges in theory, research, 

and practice across the interrelated fields of culture, tourism, and 

hospitality. This study responds to its challenge. 

After reviewing the literature, the connection between cultural 

values and consumer tourism becomes very clear. Culture is a very 

important factor to consider in studying international tourism. Tourism 

marketers have to pay more attention to the cultural backgrounds of 

international tourists for the purposes of targeting and segmentation. 

Cultural values are the most influential psychographic dimension 

consumer tourism. This idea serves as the foundation for this study. 
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  Research Framework III.

 

The theories that pertain to this study are included in this chapter, 

which builds a framework for analyzing the empirical data and drawing 

conclusions. The theoretical framework for this study begins with 

South Korean and Chinese value types and their similar 

decision-making styles in choosing consumer tourism products. The 

theoretical framework for this study is provided in Figure 2. 

 

 

  

Marketing strategies for international tourism

The relationship of cultural values 

and consumer tourism styles

Korea and China

value types

Similar decision-making styles 
for consuming tourism products 

of Korea and China

Figure 2 Theoretical Framework 
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  Research Hypotheses and Method IV.

 

This chapter describes the hypothesis and the research methodology, 

consisting of the data structure, sample population, survey 

questionnaire, source of the data, data analysis, and descriptive 

statistics. 

4.1 Research Hypotheses 

Schwartz noted, “When generating hypotheses about the relations of 

value priorities with other variables, it is advantageous to conceive 

people’s value systems as integrated structure of motivational types” 

(1992, p. 54). Nations “are the sources of a considerable amount of 

common mental programming of their citizens” (Hofstede, 1991, p. 12). 

We learned in the literature review in Chapter 2 that the value system 

largely represents the dominant culture of a certain country. We propose 

that South Korea and China inherited similar national cultures and 

should show similar values and characteristics. The college consumer 

tourism preferences for South Korea and China are perceived as alike 

from each other. This is grounded in the research that values have a 

prominent effect on consumption activities. The hypotheses for this 

study are formulated and tested in a linear sequence. This makes the 

present study achievable. 
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Cultural value is inhabited by members of a nation in Schwartz’s 

theory. He identifies cross-cultural differences as value priorities. His 

empirical research on the majority of the world nations indicate that 

South Korea and China are two countries that have the same value 

systems. The two nations are on the same route along Schwartz’s 

cultural-value dimensions. Therefore, it is justified to make the claim 

for hypothesis one: 

  : There will not be a significant difference in the eight consumer 

tourism styles exhibited in South Korea and China. 

 

It has been shown that different people present themselves with 

distinct consumer styles. This is especially the case with tourism 

consumers from different nations. Sproles & Kendall (1986) say that 

eight consumer styles have been adopted across nations. The eight 

consumer styles have been measured among different cultural 

populations. It is believed that South Korea and China embody the 

Eastern culture (Reisinger & Turner, 2002, p. 297) Therefore, it is 

logical to expect that their national cultures have similar influences of 

consumer styles. Consequently, it is reasonable to predict the second 

hypothesis: 
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  : In terms of the eight consumer tourism styles between South 

Korea and China, there will not be a significant difference. 

 

There are similarities in cultural values, rules of social behavior, 

perceptions, social interaction, and satisfaction among various 

nationalities. Therefore, it is hypothesized that in a tourism context, there 

will be no significant differences in the measurements of South Korean 

and Chinese populations. These similarities can be grouped into 

dimensions of cultural similarity between tourists from South Korea and 

China.  

Schwarz’s value types classify the association between values and 

behavioral orientations across cultures. Schwarz argued, “values enter 

awareness when the actions or judgments one is considering have 

conflicting implications for different values one cherishes” (Schwartz, 

2007, p. 3). Moreover, it has been proved by scholars that values have 

great impacts on people’s everyday decisions and various consumer 

activities. Certain connections are also perceived to exist between 

cultural values and consumer tourism. This connection leads to the 

supposition postulated in hypothesis three: 

  : There will be an interrelationship between the dissimilitude on 
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value types and the distinction on consumer tourism styles of two 

national college samples. Furthermore, this correlation will be 

consistent with their cultural characteristics. 

A statistic method T-test provides a perspective on variations 

between the two cultural groups. A T-test is used to analyze the three 

hypotheses. The findings serve as the foundation for further discussion. 
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4.2 Measurement Development 

Measure items for the research constructs were derived from prior 

studies and operated for this study. 

4.2.1 Schwartz Values Questionnaire 

Schwartz (1992) developed the Schwartz Universal Values 

Questionnaire (SVQ) consisting of 56 items that represent 10 value 

types (Table 2). Schwartz (1999) further conducted studies on 49 

nations (including South Korea and China) from around the world 

based on his value measure. He claimed that “the results show 

empirical justification for using the cultural level value types in the 

theory to compare national cultures” (Schwartz, 1999, p. 30). It is 

reasonable for this study to adopt SVQ to test the value propensity of 

the subjects from South Korea and China. The result obtained should 

have predictive power on consumer tourism activity. No testing of the 

SVQ was conducted for this study. 

4.2.2 Consumer Style Inventory 

The 45 items in the Consumer Style Inventory (CSI) developed by Leo, 

Bennett, & Hartel (2005) were used in this study. Likert-Scaled items 
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were originally developed by Sporles & Kendall (1986) and later used 

by Hafstorm et al. (1992). Items were on a scale of one to seven, with 

ratings of “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree” as end points. Those 

items that loaded significantly on the factors identified in the Hafstorm 

et al. (1992) study were retained. Sproles & Kendall (1986) tested the 

reliability and validity of the instrument. Therefore, no such testing was 

conducted for this study. 

4.3 Survey Questionnaire 

This study is conducted to determine whether a significant relationship 

exists between cultural values and tourism consumption styles of 

Korean and Chinese college students. The survey questionnaire is 

composed of measures based on literature review. A survey is the most 

efficient approach because provides a quick, inexpensive, efficient, and 

accurate means of obtaining information about a tourism. College 

students from the two countries were used as subjects so the 

questionnaire was translated into Korean and Chinese. A pilot test has 

been conducted to confirm the validity of the questionnaire before the 

formal large-scale survey. Test results indicate that the questionnaire 

respondents able to receive and correctly understand the survey 

content. 
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The survey questionnaire was developed as an online survey 

through Google. The survey questionnaire was administered separately 

to each participant by the author of this study. Each respondent was 

asked to carefully read every statement of characterization (portrait). 

Participants were asked to check one of seven boxes to the right of each 

characterization to indicate the level of similarity between the portrayed 

person and themselves. Personal information was collected at the end 

of the survey questionnaire, but was not mandatory. Survey 

questionnaires were all checked when collected from the respondents to 

ensure no data were missing on the value items. The original intent was 

to distribute a total of 400 survey questionnaires. Two hundred survey 

questionnaires were distributed for each country. A total 329 survey 

questionnaires were returned. However, only 179 questionnaires were 

usable for analysis: 87 for South Korea and 92 for China. The rest of 

the survey questionnaires had missing values for at least one of the 

items. 

4.4 The source of the data 

This study aims to compare different tourism consumption behaviors 

affected by different cultural values of Korean and Chinese consumers. 

The data used in this study were collected in the spring of 2012 in Seoul 
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(South Korea), and TianJin (China). Seoul and TianJin are international 

cities that are representative, both politically and economically, of South 

Korea and China. The decision- making styles for college consumers 

from China were compared to consumers from South Korea. 

Decision-making styles for young consumers were investigated in two 

previous studies that used student samples (Sproles & Kendall 1986; 

Hafstorm et al. 1922). 

4.5 Sample Characteristics 

The data were analyzed with the SPSS 19.0 after collected. A 

comparison of the 179 students with the 221 students who did not fully 

complete the questionnaire showed no significant differences in 

demographic characteristics. Detailed descriptive statistics for gender 

are presented in Table 3. Among the college students who returned 

usable questionnaires, 43.2% were male respondents. 

 

 

Demographic 

variables 

South Korea Samples 

(N=87) 

China Samples 

(N=92) 

n % n % 

Gender     

Male N=39 44.8% N=37 40.2% 

Female N=48 55.2% N=55 59.8% 

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics 
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  Analyses V.

 

The empirical data are based on experiment, observation, and interviews 

rather than theory. In this section the empirical data within the theoretical 

framework are analyzed. By analyzing the data received from the 

questionnaires, significant identity on the two variables and correlation 

between cultural values and consumer tourism preferences were found. 

5.1 Analysis of Cultural Values 

According to the Schwartz’s Values Questionnaire (SVQ), participants 

rated 56 items. The total sample size is 179 responses, with 87 

responses from South Korea and 92 responses from China. Fifty-six 

single values were calculated into a standardized mean for 10 types. 

Then the mean score was compared as an independent sample T-test to 

observe whether it was similar for the two groups. In Table 4, the result 

“t” indexes the direction of the two groups and sig “p” shows the 

strength of value difference, mark “*” means significant p < 0.05. 

Table 4 implies that the 80% value types support the hypothesis 

that there are insignificant value differences between the South Korean 

and Chinese sample populations. This result expresses similar 

cultural-value orientations in terms of Schwartz’s cultural-value 
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dimensions. The value similarity is reflected in the variables for power, 

achievement, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, 

tradition, and security. Only the variable for hedonism and conformity 

show significant differences between the two groups. The statistical 

results are consistent with Schwartz’s value structure. 

 

 

From the total mean of the Korean group, Universalism, Self-direction, 

and Benevolence value types get the highest scores: high rating for the 

Chinese group goes to Self-direction, Benevolence, and Universalism. 

Table 4  Independent Sample T-test on Values 

Variable 
South Korea sample 

(N=87) 

China sample 

(N=92) 
Stat. Results 

Value Type Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t Sig “p” 

Power 4.71 0.87 4.92 0.79 -1.607 0.110 

Achievement 5.43 0.91 5.63 0.93 -1.516 0.131 

Hedonism 6.10 0.68 5.68 1.09 3.057  0.003 * 

Stimulation 5.21 1.03 5.51 1.14 -1.082 0.073 

Self-Direction 5.91 0.59 6.06 0.63 -1.697 0.091 

Universalism 5.95 0.66 5.83 0.76 1.082 0.281 

Benevolence 5.75 0.69 5.91 0.64 -1.643 0.102 

Tradition 4.72 1.23 4.76 0.96 -0.237 0.813 

Conformity 5.21 0.92 5.71 0.87 -3.423  0.001 * 

Security 5.55 0.65 5.64 0.65 -0.902 0.368 
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The Korean sample and Chinese sample have the same value 

orientations on the higher order. Self-direction lead to “Openness to 

change” orientation, and Universalism and Benevolence value types lead 

to “Self-transcendence” orientation. Moreover, Hedonism lead to 

“Self-Enhancement” orientation is opposed to Conformity which is 

included in “Conservation” orientation. 

The Korean Chinese samples’ dominated value types show 

compatibility. There is only two value types – hedonism and conformity 

show significant difference between the two groups. This two value 

types also show conflicts. This phenomenon actually is reasonable 

because hedonism is conflicting with conformity, “hedonism versus 

conformity and tradition-indulgence of one’s own desires contradicts 

restraint of one’s own desires contradicts restraint of one’s own impulses 

and acceptance of externally imposed limits.” (Schwartz, 1992:15) 

Therefore, two groups show against type features. Hence the statistic 

results totally correspond with Schwartz value structure. 

Considering the samples from South Korea and China, the results 

are found to be consistent with Schwartz’s allocation. Thus, the 

analytical results provide support for Hypothesis 1: There are 

similarities for cultural value orientation between South Korea and 
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China based on Schwartz’s value types.  

Since the observations show that South Korea and China have 

almost no significant differences in their value attitude, the value types 

they represented validate Schwartz’s assigning of nations to the cultural 

value dimension. Because Schwartz’s value structure consists of 

motivational similarities and oppositions and “those values can be 

conceived as arrayed on a continuum of related motivation” (Schwartz, 

1992, p. 45), the motivational domains should be reflected in the 

motivation preferences for specific activities. The study shows that 

values have a remarkable effect on consumption behavior of South 

Korean and Chinese students. Therefore, tourism will be influenced by 

those values. 
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5.2 Analysis of Tourism Consumer Types 

The study used an independent sample T-test to statistically calculate 

the mean score for the eight tourism consumption styles. Table 5 shows 

the statistical results for each style orientation for South Korea and 

China. The “p” value at the 0.05 level (p < 0.05) shows the difference. 

 

The researcher computed the mean score of every subject for each style 

to arrive at a statistical calculation. There is no statistically significant 

difference between the South Korean and Chinese sampled populations 

concerning “quality conscious,” “innovative in shopping,” “recreational 

Variable 
South Korea sample 

(N=87) 

China sample 

(N=92) 
Stat. Results 

Consumer style Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t Sig “p” 

Quality Conscious 4.68 0.81 4.88 0.87 -1.568 0.119 

Brand Conscious 3.48 1.02 4.14 1.02 -4.342 0.000 * 

Innovative in Shopping 4.84 0.62 4.67 0.97 1.368 0.173 

Recreational Conscious 4.12 0.91 4.22 0.91 -0.770 0.443 

Price Conscious 4.79 1.03 4.58 0.98 1.391 0.166 

Impulsive Buying 4.52 0.64 4.64 0.93 -0.923 0.357 

Confused by 

Over-choice 
4.26 1.02 4.48 1.12 -1.371 0.172 

Brand Loyal Consumer 3.93 0.92 4.43 1.07 -3.362 0.001 * 

Table 5 Independent Sample T-test for Group Differences on Consumer Style 
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conscious,” “price conscious,” “impulsive buying” and “confused by 

over-choice” styles. Both groups had “p” values at p > 0.05. Group 

comparisons for each orientation showed that the mean scores for 

“brand conscious” and “brand loyal consumer” were higher for the 

sample from China in comparison to the sample from South Korea. 

The “t” value shows the direction of these distinct orientations. A 

positive sign indicates that South Korea is more innovative in shopping. 

A minus sign indicates that China has a more impulsive buying style. 

These findings provide support for Hypothesis 2: In terms of the eight 

consumer tourism styles between South Korea and China, there will not 

be a significant difference. 

In fact, the sampled populations from South Korea and China not 

only have similar cultures, but also turn out to be similar in their 

consumption styles for tourism activities. However, two of eight 

dimensions reflect differences. This means that although the cultures 

are similar, they are not exactly the same. South Korea and China still 

have some differences for consumer behavior. It is reasonable to 

suppose that there may be certain factors that can result in consumer 

tourism propensity similarities in people of different countries. 
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5.3 Comparative Analysis of Cultural Values and 

Tourism Consumer Types 

A possible connection between values and consumer-tourism 

preferences has been described in the literature review. Based on the 

literature review, this section will discuss how and to what extent 

cross-culturally this connection can be seen in looking at South Korea 

and China. According to the statistical results, the two variables, value 

and consumer-tourism preference, are related. These findings provide 

support for Hypothesis 3: There is some correlation between 

cultural-value variances and the tourism consumption styles of South 

Korea and China. 

5.3.1 Establishing the correlation 

South Korea and China are typical Northeast Asian cultures. They are 

supposed to be psychologically similar in consumer behavior. A 

statistical T-test approach has shown that South Korean and Chinese 

sample populations do not have a significant difference in value type and 

consumer behavior style. This means that value can significantly 

influence motivational behavior. Therefore, the direction of this 

correlative effect should be recognized. The cultural value will affect 
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consumer styles. 

5.3.2 The assumed consumption tendency for value 

orientations 

Conservatism refers to a respect for tradition and placing a higher value 

on the maintenance of status or material possessions, prizing stability, 

and resisting risk-taking (Schwartz, 1999, p. 27). If these features are 

related to consumption propensities in consumer-style orientations in 

the CSI, then respondents are more likely to be either price-conscious 

or brand-conscious or brand-loyal consumers. They are less likely to be 

novelty-conscious consumers and impulse-buying consumers. The 

reasons are obvious. People with conservatism attributes would think 

much about their wealth and security. They may prefer low-priced 

products to keep or simply save their possessions. People with low-risk 

propensity are unwilling to try new goods or services in traveling. 

Moreover, they are likely to think carefully about consumption. Thus, 

impulse buying seldom happens. They also are likely to persist in 

buying familiar brands of products, since they think those brands are of 

high quality. They also have trust in those products and services. In 

addition, this group dislikes risk-taking and trying unfamiliar products. 
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Hierarchy can be described as the hierarchical roles and resource 

allocation in a certain culture (Schwartz, 1999, p. 27). People who live 

in a hierarchical culture are more likely to be “quality conscious” and 

“brand conscious” consumers. The reason is suggested in the argument 

that “social status and prestige can be reflected through brands” (Leo, 

Bennett, & Hartel, 2005, p. 24). They perhaps are willing to enhance 

their social status by purchasing brand goods or enjoying high-rank or 

high-quality services. This group thinks that people of different social 

rank have different life quality. The higher the rank is the better the 

quality of life will be. 
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5.3.3 Explanation for the tourism consumption 

differences in terms of Schwartz’s value types 

According to the results in Tables 4 and 5, the independent sample 

T-test identifies no significant differences between the samples of 

South Korea and China for cultural value types or for six of the eight 

consumer styles. 

5.3.3.1 On ‘Quality Conscious’ Decision-Making Style 

The samples from South Korea and China do not score statistically 

difference in the dimension of “quality consciousness.” Results for this 

dimension were p = 0.119, > 0.05. 

Quality conscious consumers search for the best quality products 

by shopping systematically and carefully (Sproles & Kendall, 1986). 

The quality of service is an important purchase criteria in tourism. The 

quality of service is always one of the most important factors in 

choosing their tourist destinations. 

Schwartz (1999) regarded South Korea and China as hierarchy 

cultures. Study participants from South Korea and China care about the 

quality of the goods or services they pay for when traveling. South 
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Korea and China have high expectations for quality. Even when they 

are shopping in another country during touring, they are accustomed to 

thinking that every product has a quality ranking. 

5.3.3.2 On ‘Brand Conscious’ Decision-Making Style 

Chinese scored much higher than the South Koreans on the 

decision-making style for “brand consciousness.” The Chinese mean 

score is 4.14, while the South Korean sample is 3.48. (p< 0.001, 

implies significant differences). 

Brand conscious decision-making refers to a consumer’s 

orientation towards the purchase of expensive and well-known brands. 

Brands are symbols of status and prestige. Eastern cultures, having high 

power distance, perceive social status and prestige as important 

(Hofstede, 2001). 

One explanation for the difference between the two samples may 

be the stage of economic development in each country.  China, as a 

transition from a planned central economy to a market economy (Fan & 

Xiao, 1998) is incomparable to South Korea. Chinese consumers buy 

products not only be counterfeit and expensive, but also unable to 

perform basic functions, and sometimes be unsafe and even fatal (Fan 
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& Xiao, 1998). Chinese sample likes consuming in brand sites (hotel, 

restaurant, specialty stores, and others) or buying symbolic goods that 

are reputable enough to convey a brand personality, in this way that 

places high emphasis on ‘saving face’ to maintain prestige and status 

(Ho, 1976; Bao, Zhou and Su’s, 2003). The famous international tourist 

agencies with equal high-standard service are always Chinese’s choices. 

And they always enjoy the luxury consumption on their tour. 

The Korean sample is found not pay much attention on brands than 

Chinese sample. The Korean do not seek a sense of superiority on 

well-known brands and the purchase of luxury brands. Their satisfaction 

of tourism consumption is from the goods or services. 

5.3.3.3 On ‘Innovative in Shopping’ Decision-Making Style 

No significant difference was found in “innovative in shopping” 

between the two national groups, based on a result of p= 0.173. 

Innovative in shopping refers to consumers that seek variety and 

novelty in their purchase decisions (McAlister & Pessemier, 1982).  

Korean and Chinese not prefer diversification of purchase on 

tourism products. The conservatism in Korea and China deter their 

people from trying novel things. Even when they travel into other 
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countries, they will remain consistent with their consumption habits. 

5.3.3.4 On Recreation Conscious Decision-Making Style 

There were no Cultural differences in recreation consciousness 

decision-making style (p = 0.443, > 0.05).  

A recreation conscious refers to the extent to which shopping is 

considered pleasurable and fun (Sproles & Kend all, 1986). This result 

supports the assumption that both South Koreans and Chinese travelers 

are inclined to leisure shopping. They intend to get a lot on pleasure 

and enjoyment out of life. The similarity in responses can be attributed 

to the nature of tourism activity. Travel itself is a type of recreation 

through which people can refresh themselves. Shopping is one of the 

most enjoyable activities on trips. During the travel, consumption 

creates psychological satisfaction. 

5.3.3.5 On Price Conscious Decision-Making Style 

The present study found no significant difference in price-conscious 

decision-making style between the two sample groups (p = 0.166). 

Price conscious is defined as a buyer’s “unwillingness” to pay a 

higher price for a product and/or “the exclusive focus” on paying low 
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prices (Lichtenstein, Ridgway & Netemeyer, 1993, p. 235).  

Both groups are expected to consider price as an important 

purchasing criteria because they are traditional and have a long-term 

orientation. In line with Schwartz’s typology, the subjects in the study 

showed conservative attributes and cared greatly about security. 

However, they were more than willing to spend money while 

traveling. China and Korea have entered into a higher stage of 

economic development, and people’s increased disposable income 

could be one explanation. South Korean and Chinese tourists are often 

found frantically buying when traveling abroad. They are keen on 

luxuries, and their purchasing power astonishes even the other foreign 

people. Since both samples were found to be brand conscious, another 

explanation may be that global brand-name goods are much cheaper in 

foreign countries, since they are taxed a high rate in study participants’ 

home countries. Consequently, the people from both countries are more 

willing to buy high-priced luxuries when they travel abroad. The 

economic factor on consumer style is also a covariate. The obtained 

result indicates that with the economic growth, China samples present 

out deviation from price consciousness on tourism consumption. 

Schwartz argued that developed social conditions would have an 
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impact on value structure, and “value structure may even changed 

rapidly in response to major economic upheavals.” (Schwartz, 1992, p. 

47) Because of economic development, the attitudes that the Chinese 

participants had towards price might experience some change. 

5.3.3.6 On ‘Impulsive Buying’ Decision-Making Style 

With regard to the consumer style of Impulsive Buying consumer 

decision-making style, the two national groups have no greatly 

distinguish (p = 0.357, > 0.05).  

Impulse buying has been defined as an unplanned purchase (Rook & 

Hoch, 1985). Concerning tourism consumption, Korean and Chinese 

tourists tended to consume certain goods or service whenever they felt 

like it and did not often make detailed plans on their purchases. 

5.3.3.7 On ‘Confused by Over-choice’ Decision-Making Style 

The result showed no significant differences between the two sample 

groups. .The divergence on this dimension is not so remarkable based 

on by p=0.172. 

Consumers are confused by over-choice when they experience 

information overload. 
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The South Korean and Chinese sample scores were similar in 

decision-making style when it came to the degree of confusion due to 

over-choice. These similarities can also be explained by value 

implications. People who are used to fitting themselves into a social 

community where they tend to resort to others’ information rather than 

to rely on their own judgment may find it harder to make decisions on 

their own. 

5.3.3.8 On ‘Brand Loyal Consumer’ Decision-Making Style 

Brand Loyal Consumer decision-making was significantly higher for 

the Chinese than the Korean, contributing towards the mixed evidence 

in the literature for this style. The Chinese sample scores (mean=4.43) 

much higher than the South Korea sample (mean=3.93) on this 

dimension. 

Brand loyalty measures the extent to which consumers form 

habitual purchases and remain with their favorite brands or stores 

(Sproles & Kend all, 1986). 

Based on Hofstede’s dimensions, Lam and Lee (2005) showed that 

consumers who score highly in uncertainty avoidance exhibit brand 

loyalty. Leo, Bennett, and Hartel (2005) also argued that brand loyalty 
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is a risk-reduction strategy. 

Chinese sample welcomed familiarity and always purchased the 

conservative tourism Agencies’ service, world-chain hotel, and brands 

of goods when they traveled. Or even internationally operated 

emporium and hotels when they travel abroad. 

However, the Korean sample does not more show brand loyalty than 

the Chinese sample. They regularly change their purchases. In the 

tourism process, they take the opportunity to try various products. 
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5.4 Answer to Research Question 

The study findings answer the research questions. Statistical analysis 

was done to fit the South Korean and Chinese samples into similar 

cultural dimensions on the SVS. Consumer styles were presented on 

tourism consumption in the CSI for the two college samples. After that, 

reasonable correlation between the two variables was made after a 

detailed, comparative analysis. Based on the findings, the answers to all 

three research questions, are positive. 

Research Question 1: Based on Schwartz’s value types, what are 

the similarities and differences in cultural-value orientation between 

South Korea and China? 

The statistical results in Table 4 show that the samples from the two 

countries do not differ significantly for eight out of the ten value types 

on the SVS. To be specific, South Korea and China have similar values 

in the areas of Power, Achievement, Stimulation, Self-Direction, 

Universalism, Benevolence, Tradition, and Security. Their dominant 

value types show psychological similarity, and both samples were 

similar along the higher cultural value dimensions. 

Research Question 2: Based on the Consumer Style Inventory, what 

are the similarities and differences in tourist consumption styles for 
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college students in South Korea and China (Sproles & Kendall, 1986)? 

The statistical results in Table 5 show that the two samples had no 

significant differences on quality consciousness, innovative in shopping, 

recreational consciousness, price consciousness, impulsive buying and 

confusion due to over-choice. 

Research Question 3: Is there a correlation between cultural- 

value variances and the college-tourism consumption styles in both 

countries? 

The similarities in each consumer style across the two samples 

have been well explained by the motivational values implicit in 

Schwartz’s value model. The exceptive styles that the two samples do 

not significantly differ have found explanation in the intrinsic character 

of the tourism economy and socioeconomic influence. 
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  Conclusions VI.

 

Simlarities in culture values can have an effect on tourism consumption. 

This is promising area for study and can provide guidance to tourism 

marketing and consumer segmentation.  

This study began with the assumption that culture-value similarities 

can affect cross-cultural tourism consumption. The consumer-type 

theory and cultural-value theory constitute the theoretical foundation of 

this study. By applying the SVS and CSI, the researcher found 

significant similarities in tourism consumer and cultural-value types in 

the two groups that were studied. Though two consumption styles were 

not satisfactorily explained from Schwartz's values, it is still safe to set 

up a significant correlation between consumers’ tourism consumption 

preferences and their inherent values. 

The findings of this study might be useful to tourism marketers who 

extend the coverage of their products to South Korea and China. The 

demographic information might be helpful in understanding various 

consumer segments and developing specific marketing strategies. 

In conclusion, Schwartz's value typology theory can well explain the 

variance in the two countries’ samples concerning attitudes towards 
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tourism consumption activities. These value types sensibly predict the 

activities that people with similar cultural backgrounds are likely to plan 

their tourism consumption around. Meanwhile, the findings show both 

consistency and conflict with the value expectation. In view of those 

exceptions that are possibly influenced by socioeconomic factors, the 

study indicates mixed evidence for the entire application of Schwartz's 

cultural value typology to international tourism. 

Moreover, the findings to a great extent are a testament to the 

reasonability of the extension of Schwartz’s value typology into the 

tourism context. Therefore, Schwartz’s value typology can be used to 

cluster consumers into actionable target markets or segments while 

considering other economic covariates. Such knowledge can facilitate 

the redesign of marketing strategies for cross-cultural tourism and shed 

some light on the international tourism industry for South Korea and 

China. 
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6.1 Implications for Tourism Marketing 

The cultural differences between the two populations regarding 

consumer styles of tourism consumption point to the development of 

specific marketing strategies aimed at the Chinese and Korean market.  

First, the study of cultural value enables the effective delivery of 

tourism goods/services to known consumers. Marketers will benefit 

from designing tourism products tailored to different national 

populations with similar culture backgrounds. By studying cultural 

influence on consumers, marketers gain insight into cultural 

characteristics of a specific tourism market. Tourism marketers should 

pay special attention to the cultural-value aspects of foreign tourists to 

make sensible predictions about their consumption behavior. 

Second, national cultures are the origin of homogenous value 

systems. It has been found that South Korea and China have similar 

consumer styles, as well as some differences. This fact suggests that the 

tourism marketer should study the relationship between native markets 

and foreign markets. This study will help international tourism 

marketers develop marketing segmentation, targeting, and positioning in 

South Korea and China. 

Third, information found in this study will be useful for corporations 
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targeting college students in South Korea and China. National and 

international marketers have been interested in global youth markets due 

to their size, homogeneity, and purchasing power. Therefore, this study 

will provide a meaningful way to identify and help understand the 

buying behavior of college students in South Korea and China. 
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6.2 Research Limitations 

This study contributes to practical and theoretical research on 

analogous cultures in tourism consumer decision-making styles by 

testing and providing empirical support about consumer choices in 

South Korea and China. This study has many limitations that need to be 

recognized. 

This study used only volunteer college participants in South Korea 

and China to define college consumers’ consumption styles for tourism 

products. The participants in this study might not be representative 

enough for different populations of their countries. There is also 

concern with the sample size, which is the most common handicap in a 

quantitative study. If the research subjects were more abundant, the 

results might be more convincing. 

To create a perfect explanation of the correlation between cultural 

value and tourism consumption behavior is still a difficulty we have to 

face. There might be other variables that were not mentioned in this 

research that are important for understanding consumer behavior. 
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 약  ( 문 ) 

 

 산업  가 에 한 비  행동에 미 는 향 

한·  학생 비   

 

울 학  학원 

경  사 학  

  (Zhang Xi) 

 

본 문  업 비에 한 한  비  실시하여, 한 과 

  비 에 한 문 사  통해  본 179

(한  87 ,  92 )  취득하여 통계  하 다. 주  

문 가 과 비행  사  하여  변  

상  하 다. 본 연 는 Schwartz  문 가 과 

Sproles&kendan  비    T- 트  사

하여 독립 본  차  하 다. 결  ‘Quality 

Conscious’ ∙ ‘Brand Conscious’ ∙ ‘Innovative in Shopping’ ∙ 

‘Recreational Conscious’ ∙ ‘Price Conscious’ ∙ ‘Impulsive 

Buying’ ∙ ‘Confused by Over-choice’  ‘Brand Loyal 

Consumer’ 8가지 태  ‘Brand Conscious’과 ‘Brand Loyal 

Consumer’ 에 타 6 가지 태에  양   한 차

가 지 않는 것  타났다. 가 에 도 큰 차 가 

지 않았 ,  사한 가  문 가  사한 것

 타났다.  에 한 상  결과, 문 가  
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비행  한 향  것  타났다. 또한 

Schwartz  문 가  비  행 연 에 

하는 것  하 다. 가 에 한 문 간 비 연 는 

양  비  해하는  도움  다. 라  마케  

계 가 한 상  또는 시 마케 략  우는 도 

도움  다. 

 

주요어:  비, 문  가 , 비행태  

 

학  번: 2008-23557 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. “What values are important to ME as guiding principles in MY life, and 
what values are less important to me? ” There are 56 values listed on the 
following pages. In the parentheses， following each value there is an 
explanation that may help you understand its meaning. 
 
다  문항들  신  생 철학에 어, 어 한 가 들  신에게 

어  하 , 그리고 어  가 들  신에게 어  한가?  

묻는 문항들 니다. 아래에는 56개  가 들  열 어 습니다. 

에는 각 가 들  미에 한 연  해 았습니다. 
 
“什么价 观对我 说 要， 我生 的 导原 ，而什么价 观对我

说 不 要。”以下 56 价 观念， 且每 的 括号内都给出了解

理解他们的 。 

 
1 means the value is not at all important; 7 is for rating a value of supreme 
importance;  
1  해당 가 가 에게  하지 않다라는 미 , 7  해당 

가 가 에게 아주 하다라는 미 다. 

（1表示完全不 要，7表示非 要，数字越大越 要。） 
 

 

하지 

 않다 

     

아주  

하

다 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

1. EQUALITY (equal opportunity for all) 
평등 (  한 동등한 ) 

公平 (人人机 平等) 
2. INNER HARMONY (at Peace with myself) 

내   ( 신  평 ) 

内  (自我 静) 
3. SOCIAL POWER (control over others, dominance) 

사   (다  사람에 한 통   지 ) 

社  ( 他人，占统 ) 
4. PLEASURE (gratification of desires) 

쁨 ( 람  ) 

快乐 (需 的满足) 
 
5. FREEDOM (freedom of action and thought) 
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 (생각과 행동  ) 

自由 (行 想的自由) 
6. A SPIRITUAL LIFE (emphasis on spiritual, not material matters) 

신 생  (물질  아닌 신  것  시 함) 

精神生  ( 中精神的而非物质的事物) 
7. SENSE OF BELONGING (feeling that others care about me) 

감 (다  사람   신경  다는 느 ) 

归  ( 其他人 乎我) 
8. SOCIAL ORDER (stability of society) 

사 질  (사  안 ) 

社 秩  (社 的 定) 
9. AN EXCITING LIFE (stimulating experiences) 

미진진한 생 ( 극  경험) 

一个精彩的人生 (很多令人 人心的经历) 
10. MEANING IN LIFE (a purpose in life) 

생에  미( 생에  ) 

生 的 义 (为目的而 ) 
11. POLITENESS (courtesy, good manners) 

 ( , 공 한 태도) 

礼  (礼 的 行举止) 
12. WEALTH (material possessions, money) 

재산 (물질  물, 돈) 

财富 (物质财产，金钱) 
13. NATIONAL SECURITY (protection of my nation from enemies) 

가 안보 (  내 라  보 ) 

国家安全 (保卫国家不受外部 害) 
14. SELF RESPECT (belief in one’s own worth) 

아  ( 신  가 에 한 믿 ) 

自我  (相信自己的价 ) 
15. RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS (avoidance of indebtedness) 

에 한 보답 (신  갚 ) 

互惠互  (不免欠人 惠) 
16. CREATIVITY (uniqueness, imagination) 

창  (독창 , 상상 ) 

 (独一无二，想 ) 
17. A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict) 

계 평  ( 쟁과 갈등  없다) 

世界  ( 战争 冲 ) 
18. RESPECT FOR TRADITION (preservation of time-honored customs) 

통에 한 ( 래  습  보 ) 

 统 (保 历史 久 
19. SELF-DISCIPLINE (self-restraint, resistance to temptation)  

  ( , 에 한 항) 

自我约  (自 ，抗拒诱惑) 
20. MATURE LOVE (deep emotional and spiritual intimacy) 

원 한 사랑 (  , 신  함) 

成 的爱 （所爱的人的安全 
 
 
21. DETACHMENT (from worldly concerns) 
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탈 (  염 ) 

超  (远离世俗的纷扰) 
22. FAMILY SECURITY (safety for loved ones) 

가  안  (사랑하는 사람들에 한 안 ) 

家 安全 (所爱的人的安全) 
23. SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, approval by others) 

사   (다  사람  경과 ) 

社 认可 (被他人 认可) 
24. UNITY WITH NATURE (fitting into nature) 

연과  균   ( 연에 ) 

与自 的 统一 ( 自 界) 
25. A VARIED LIFE (filled with challenge, novelty and change) 

다양한 생 (도   새 움, 변  가득찬) 

一个不一 的人生 (生 充满 战，新奇 变化) 
26. WISDOM (a mature understanding of life) 

지  ( 생에 한  해) 

 (对人生 很好的理解) 
27. AUTHORITY (the right to lead or command) 

 (리 십  에 한 리) 

 ( 导 ) 
28. TURE FRIENDSHIP (close, supportive friends) 

진 한 우  (가 고, 는 ) 

正的友  (亲密的互相支 的 友) 
29. A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts) 

아 다움  계 ( 연과  아 다움) 

丽的世界 (自 与 之 ) 
30. SOCIAL JUSTICE (correcting injustice, care for the weak) 

사   ( 당한 것   고, 약  함) 

社 公  ( 整社 的不公，关心弱者) 
31. INDEPENDENT (self-reliance, self-sufficient) 

독립( 립,  ) 

独  (自我支 ，自给自足) 
32. MODERATE (avoiding extremes of feeling and action) 

건주  (극단  감  행동  피하다) 

中  ( 免 端的 或行 ) 
33. LOYAL (faithful to my friends, group) 

리 (  에 실한) 

忠诚 (忠实于 友 团 ) 
34. AMBITIOUS (hard-working, aspiring) 

야심 (  열심  한다, 지향 ) 

 心抱负 ( 工 ，志 远大) 
35. BROAD-MINDED (tolerant of different ideas and beliefs) 

마   (다  견해  신  ) 

胸襟宽  (容纳不 的 见 信仰) 
36. HUMBLE (modest, self-effacing) 

겸 함 ( 건하고 지않는) 

 ( 虚，不出 头) 
 
 
37. DARING (seeking adventure, risk) 
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담  ( 험  험  ) 

敢 (敢于冒 ) 
38. PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT (preserving nature) 

경 보  ( 연 경  보 ) 

保护 境 (保护自 境) 
39. INFLUENTIAL (having an impact on people and events) 

향  는 (사람과 사건에 향  갖다) 

影  (对他人 事 影 ) 
40. HONORING OF PARENTS AND ELDERS (showing respect) 

 원 에 한  ( 경  보여주다) 

对父母与长辈的  (对他们表 出 敬) 
41. CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selecting own purposes) 

  택 ( 신   택) 

目 择  (决定自己的目 ) 
42. HEALITHY (not being sick physically or mentally) 

건강 (신체  또는 신  질병  없는) 

 ( 心理都 病) 
43. CAPABLE (competent, effective, efficient) 

능 는 ( 능한, 과 , ) 

能  (能 强，高效) 
44. ACCEPTING MY PORTION IN LIFE (submitting to life’s circumstances) 

 상태  아들  ( 생  경에 ) 

满足 状 ( 于 境) 
45. HONEST (genuine, sincere) 

직 ( 실한, 진실한) 

正直诚实 ( 诚，诚 ) 
46. PRESERVING MY PUBLIC IMAGE (protecting my “face”) 

  미지  지하는 (  “체 ”  차림) 

维 公 形  (保护我面子) 
47. OBEDIENT (dutiful, meeting obligations) 

 ( 무  행하다) 

从 ( 职， 行义 职责) 
48. INTELLIGENT (logical, thinking) 

한 ( 리  사고) 

聪 的头  ( 辑 维能 ) 
49. HELPFUL (working for the welfare of others) 

도움  는 (다  사람  복지  해 하는) 

乐于 人 (为他人的福 而 ， 于他人) 
50. ENJOYING LIFE (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc) 

생  는 ( 식  여가 등  는) 

享受生  (享受 食，奢 ， 欲 ) 
51. DEVOUT (holding to religious faith and belief) 

독실한 (  믿 과 신  는) 

虔诚 ( 宗教信仰) 
52. RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable) 

책 감 는 (신뢰할 만하 , 할만한) 

责 (可靠，可以信赖) 
 
 

53. CURIOUS (interested in everything, exploring) 
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심 많  ( 든 것에 심  는, 탐색하는) 

知欲 (对所 的事 兴趣， 索的欲 ) 
54. FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)  

한 (다  사람  꺼  하는) 

宽容仁 ( 宽 他人) 
55. SUCCESSFUL (achieving goals) 

하는 (  취함) 

成  (达成目 ) 
56. CLEAN (neat, tidy) 

청결한 ( 돈, 한) 

纯净 (整 ， 净) 
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2. Following is to identify your attitude on tourism consumption. 
 

다   비에 한 태도  악하  한 문 니다. 
 

对 旅游 费观 的 查问  
 

매우 

동 하지 

않다 

     
매우 

동 한다 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

1. I prefer consuming at the well-known and most popular places when travelling. 
여행할 , 는  알 지고 가  가 많   한다. 

旅行时我更 欢 知 受欢迎的 方 费。 
2. When it comes to deciding the travelling route, I try to get the very best or perfect choice.  

여행 경  결 할 , 는 고  택  하 고 한다. 

当决定旅游线路的时 ，我 反复 找出 好的 择。 
3. The well-known names of tourism goods/service, such as brand names, global–chain 

travelling agencies, are best for me. 
한  또는  여행사  같   알 진   상  

비 가 에게 가  합하다. 

对我 说， 知 的旅游 或 ，比如 牌，全球连锁 ， 好不过的。 
4. In general, I usually try to buy the best overall quality for tourism goods/service. 

 는 고 질  상 / 비  하 고 한다. 

一 我 买质 好的旅游 或高质 的旅游 。 
5. I make special effort to choose the very best quality goods/services during my tour. 

는 여행 동안 고 질  / 비  택할  도  특별  

한다. 

旅 中 不惜麻烦竭 所能找寻 好的 或 。 
6. The most important thing for choosing a travelling agency or a hotel to stay on tour is its 

high-quality service. 
여행사  여행시  택할  가  한 것  고 질 비 다. 

择旅行社或旅游时入 的 要的 它高质 的 。 
7. I choose one place to travel or consume certain tourism product because it is unique and 

exclusive. 
는 특   지  택하거  특   상  하는 , 그 

는 그것  독특하고 한 것  문 다. 

我 择一处旅游 或者购买某种旅游产 因为它的独一无二 特 。 
8. Shopping for goods/services during the travel is not a pleasant activity to me· 

여행 에 상   비 에 한 쇼핑  에게 거운 동  아니다. 

旅行中购物对我 说 不 个 快的 。 
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9. My standard and expectations for tourism goods/services are very high. 
는  상 / 비 에 한 과 가 매우 다. 

我对旅游 的 准 待非 高。 
10. The most expensive brands of tourism goods/service, such as famous hotels, are usually 

my choice. 
 과 같  가  비싼 브랜드   상   비 가 항상  

택 다. 

旅游 或 中，我 择 贵的 牌的 或者 进行 费，比如说

的 。 
11. I usually shop quickly when travelling, buying the first good/service I find that seems 

good enough. 
여행할  는 항상 빠 게 쇼핑하는 , 물건/ 비 가 찮다고 생각  

처  보   사 리는 편 다. 

我 旅游时都 很快 的 择自己认为已经足够好的 。 
12. The higher the price of a travel package, the better the quality of the trip. 

여행 키지  가격   여행  질   다. 

价 越高的包价旅游，质 肯定也 越好的。 
13. Nice department and special stores offer me the best goods/UP-marketer hotels offer me 

the best services. 
 과 특별 매  내게 고  상  공한다/고   에게 

고  비  공한다. 

上 次的百货 或特产 提 的 好的，或者高 费 所 提

的 一 的。 
14. The most advertised traveling routes are usually very good choices. 

가  고  많  하는 여행   아주  택 다. 

打 打的 的旅游线路 都 不错的 择。 
15. A tourism good/service doesn’t have to look perfect or the best, to satisfy me. 

 만 시키는 여행상 / 비 는 벽해 보 거  상  보  필 는 

없다. 

能满足我的旅游 或 不一定要 完 的或 好的。 
16. When I am informed a new tourism attraction, I often want to see how it is like. 

는 새 운   알게 었  , 는 그것  어  곳 지 눈  

보고 싶어 한다. 

当我得知一个新兴的旅游 区，我 想去旅游一番。 
17. A new tourism good/service is something I would be eager to find out about. 

새 운 여행상 / 비 는 내가 알아보고 싶어 하는 재  하 다. 

对新的旅游 或 ，我 很想去一 竟。 
18. I am very cautious in trying new tourism attractions. 

는 새 운   찾아가는 것에 매우 신 한 편 다. 

我对于 试新的旅游区 的 。 
19. During my tour, I would always like to experience various tourism attractions and try 

different cuisine/restaurant. 
여행할 , 항상 는 다양한   체험하고 싶고 색다  리/식당  

시도하고 싶어 한다. 

旅 中，我 欢去 个游览区， 试 种不 的 肴。 
20. When I see a new kind of tourism goods/service that seems different from usual, I 

investigate it. 
는 상  것과 다 다 싶  새 운  여행 상 / 비  보  그 

상 / 비  알아본다. 
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当我 一个与 不太一 的旅游产 或 ，我 想进一步 它。 
21. I enjoy taking chances in buying unfamiliar brands of goods/services just to get some 

variety in my purchases during a trip. 
는 단  여행 간 동안  매  다양  해 낯  브랜드  상   

비  매하는 것  다. 

旅 中我很享受购买不太知 的 牌的 或 ，这能 我的旅游的购物

的更 丰富多 。 
22. When I heard a tourism Company providing a new tourism product, I take the advantage 

of the first opportunity to find out more about it. 
는 한 새 운  상  는 여행사에 해 듣게  가 는  

알아보는 편 다. 

当我 一个旅游公司 出新的旅游产 ，我 一时间去 验一下。 
23. Shopping for goods/services is one of the most enjoyable activities on a trip. 

에게 쇼핑  여행  가  거운 동  하 다. 

旅游中购物 快乐的 之一。 
24. I am the kind of person who would try any new tourism route/destination· 

는 새 운  /  시도해 보는 사람 다. 

我 种只要一 新旅游线路 出，或新的旅游目的 被开发，我 要去 验的人。 
25. I travel a lot and consume a lot during travel because I feel emotionally happy and 

psychologically satisfied. 
 행복  느  심리  만  느  해, 여행  많  하 , 여행 

 비  많  하는 편 다. 

我 旅游， 旅行中也大 购物，因为这让我 开心 满足。 
26. A tourism good/service doesn’t have perfect, or the best to satisfy me. 

 만 시키는 여행상 / 비 는 벽하거  상  필 는 없다. 

对我 说，任 旅游 或 都不可能完 ，百 之百让我满 。 
27. I enjoy travelling and shopping for tourism goods/services just for the fun of it. 

는 단  거움  해 여행  거   상 / 비  하는 

것  다. 

我很享受旅游， 旅 中购买一些旅游 或 为了旅 快乐。 
28. I make my goods/services shopping trips fast. 

는 상 / 비  매  빨리 내는 편 다. 

我旅游购物很快。 
29. The first consideration for my travel plan is the price. 

 여행 계 에 한 첫 째 고  사항  가격 다. 

我要旅游 一考虑的 价 。 
30. There are so many choices of tourism attractions and so many brands of tourism 

goods/service to choose from that I often feel confused. 
무 다양한 여행지가 고 무 많   상 / 비  브랜드가 어  

는 항상 택에 란  느 다. 

琳琅满目的旅游 ， 式 的旅行 ，一 的信 都让我 乱。 
31. The travel package that offers the lower price is usually my choice· 

는   낮  가격  공하는 여행 키지  택한다. 

些价 的包价旅游往往 我旅行的 择。 
32. I look carefully to find the best value for the money I would pay for travel· 

는 여행  비  비 가  가  는 상  주  게 알아보는 편 다. 

我 仔细考虑出游的 费 得的。 
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33. I should plan my consumption more carefully than I do during travel. 
  비 계  여행 간  비보다는  신 한 편 다. 

我 该更 仔细 计 我出游的 费。 
34. I am impulsive when making a travel decision or purchasing tourism goods /services. 

는 여행  결 하거  또는  상  / 비  할  동  

편 다. 

我 决定去旅游 购买一种旅游 或一种 上很冲 。 
35. Often I make careless purchases of certain tourism products I later wish I had not chosen 

them. 
경 하게도 는  에 후 하게 는  상  택하는 경우가 

다. 

我 旅 中买 些旅游 ，事 我很想自己从 买过它们。 
36. I have my faith in big international tourism companies and I always trust and purchase 

their service. 
는 거    사에 믿  고 항상 그들  비  신뢰하고 

매하는 편 다. 

我对大的国 旅游公司才 信心，信任他们的旅游产  (线路，食宿， 一

)。 
37. I take the time to purchase carefully the best buys for tourism goods/services. 

는 고   상  / 비  신 한  해 시간  한다. 

我 时间去 再三以买 的旅游 或 。 
38. I regularly change the form of travel or tourism goods/products I go for a leisure tour. 

는 여가 여행  가  해  주 여행 태   상 / 비  꾼다. 

我定 变 旅游的方式或购买不 的旅游产 。 
39. Getting good quality services during the trip is very important to me. 

여행 동안에 고 질 비  는 것  에게 매우 한 다. 

旅行中得 高质 的 对我 说很 要。 
40. I carefully watch how much I spend on tourism goods/service. 

는  상 / 비  해 얼마만큼  비  지 하는지 주  

울 는 편 다. 

我很注 旅行中 多 钱 旅游 的 费上。 
41. Sometimes it’s hard to choose which travel company or what tour package to take, which 

stores to shop in, which kind of restaurants to eat in, or what tourism souvenirs to buy 
during travel. 
가  어  여행 사  택해야 할지 또는 어  여행 키지  택해야 

할지, 그리고 여행 간 동안 어  가게에  쇼핑  해야 할지, 어  식  

어야 할지, 또는 어   사야 할지 택하는  어 움  겪는다. 

我时 不知 如 去 择旅游公司， 种包价旅游，或 旅行 中 什么 购

物， 什么 方 ，购买什么旅游纪念 ， 。 
42. The more information I am provided by the travel company, the harder it seems to choose 

the best. 
여행사가 내게  많  보   고  여행 상   비  택  

하는 것   들어지는 것 같다. 

旅游公司或旅行社给我的信 越多，我越不知 该 哪个好。 
43. I go to the same global brand stores, hotels or restaurants for shopping goods/service 

when travelling abroad. 
해  여행할 ,   비  매하  해 는 같   브랜드 

상 , , 또는 식당  간다. 

我出国旅游 去 些 牌 ，著 的连锁 去 费。 
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44. All the information I get on different tourism goods/services confuses me. 
다양한  상  / 비 에 한 든 보는 에게 란  다. 

所 的旅游产 信 让我很困惑，不知如 择。 
45. Once I find tourism goods/service I like, I stick with it. 

단 내가 아하는  상  / 비  찾 , 는 그것  고집하는 

편 다. 

一旦我发 了我 欢的旅游产 或某 ，我 一直 费它。 
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3. Personal information.  
개 보  

个人信  
 

a) Are you Korean?  
당신  한 니 ? 

韩国人 ？ 
1). Yes     2).No 

        아니  

         
b) Your gender is :  

당신  별  무엇 니 ?  

的 : 
1).Male    2).Female  

        여 

男        女 
c) Please indicate your age group:  

당신  연  택하    

的 龄范围： 
1).18 to 30;  
2).31 to 40;  
3).41 to 50;  
4).51 or above 

 
 

End. Thanks! 
. 감사합니다! 
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